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European Parliament resolution on European conscience and totalitarianism
The European Parliament,
– having regard to the United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
– having regard to United Nations General Assembly Resolution 260 (III) A of 9 December
1948 on Genocide,
– having regard to Articles 6 and 7 of the Treaty on European Union,
– having regard to the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union,
– having regard to Council Framework Decision 2008/913/JHA of 28 November 2008 on
combating certain forms and expressions of racism and xenophobia by means of criminal
law1,
– having regard to the Prague Declaration on European Conscience and Communism of 3 June
2008,
– having regard to Resolution 1481 of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe of
26 January 2006 on the need for international condemnation of the crimes of totalitarian
Communist regimes,
– having regard to its declaration on the proclamation of 23 August as European Day of
Remembrance for the Victims of Stalinism and Nazism adopted on 23 September 2008,
– having regard to its many previous resolutions on democracy and respect for fundamental
rights and freedoms, including that of 12 May 2005 on the future of Europe sixty years after
the Second World War2, that of 23 October 2008on commemorating the victims of the
Holodomor3 , and that of 15 January 2009 on Srebrenica4,
– having regard to Rule 103(4) of its Rules of Procedure,
A. whereas historians agree that fully objective interpretations of historical facts are not possible
and objective historical narratives do not exist; whereas, nevertheless, professional historians
use scientific tools to study the past and try to be as impartial as possible,
B. whereas no political body or political party has a monopoly on interpreting history and such
bodies and parties cannot claim to be objective,
C. whereas official political interpretations of historical facts should not be imposed by means
of majority decisions of parliaments; whereas a parliament cannot legislate on the past,
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D. whereas a core objective of the European integration process is to ensure respect for
fundamental rights and the rule of law in the future, and whereas appropriate mechanisms for
achieving this goal have been provided by Articles 6 and 7 of the Treaty on European Union,
E. whereas misinterpretations of history can fuel exclusivist policies and thereby incite hatred
and racism,
F. whereas the memories of Europe’s tragic past must be kept alive in order to honour the
victims, condemn the perpetrators and lay the foundations for reconciliation based on truth
and remembrance,
G. whereas from the outset European integration has been a response to the suffering inflicted
by two world wars and the Nazi tyranny that led to the Holocaust, and to the expansion of
totalitarian and undemocratic Communist regimes in Central and Eastern Europe, as well as a
way of overcoming deep divisions and hostility in Europe through cooperation and
integration and of ending war and securing democracy in Europe,
H. whereas the process of European integration has been successful and has now led to a
European Union that encompasses the countries of Central and Eastern Europe which lived
under Communist regimes from the end of World War II until the early 1990s, and whereas
the earlier accessions of Greece, Spain and Portugal helped secure democracy in the south of
Europe,
I. whereas Europe will not be united unless it is able to reach a common view of its history,
recognise Communism, Nazism and fascism as a shared legacy and conduct an honest and
thorough debate on all the totalitarian crimes of the past century,
J. whereas in 2009 a reunited Europe will celebrate the 20th anniversary of the collapse of the
Communist dictatorships in Central and Eastern Europe and the fall of the Berlin Wall,
which should provide both an opportunity to enhance awareness of the past and recognise the
role of democratic citizens’ initiatives and an incentive to strengthen feelings of togetherness
and cohesion,
K. whereas it is also important to remember those who actively opposed totalitarian rule and
who should take their place in the awareness of Europeans as the heroes of the totalitarian
age because of their dedication, faithfulness to ideals, honour and courage,
L. whereas from the perspective of the victims it is immaterial which regime deprived them of
their liberty or tortured or murdered them for whatever reason,
1. Expresses respect for all victims of totalitarian and undemocratic regimes in Europe and pays
tribute to those who fought against tyranny and oppression;
2. Renews its commitment to a peaceful and prosperous Europe founded on the values of
respect for human dignity, freedom, democracy, equality, the rule of law and respect for
human rights;
3. Underlines the importance of keeping the memories of the past alive, because there can be no
reconciliation without remembrance; reconfirms its united stand against all totalitarian rule
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from whatever ideological background;
4. Recalls that the most recent crimes against humanity and acts of genocide in Europe took
place as late as July 1995 and that constant vigilance is needed to fight undemocratic,
xenophobic, authoritarian and totalitarian ideas and tendencies;
5. Underlines that, in order to strengthen European awareness of crimes committed by
totalitarian and undemocratic regimes, documentation of, and accounts testifying to,
Europe’s troubled past must be supported, as there can be no reconciliation without
remembering;
6. Regrets that 20 years after the collapse of the totalitarian Communist regimes in Central and
Eastern Europe, access to documents that are of personal relevance or needed for scientific
research is still unduly restricted in some Member States; calls for a genuine effort in all
Member States towards opening up archives, including those of the former internal security
services, secret police and intelligence agencies;
7. Condemns strongly and unequivocally the crimes against humanity and massive human
rights violations committed by the totalitarian Communist regimes; extends to the victims of
these crimes and their family members its sympathy, understanding and recognition of their
suffering;
8. Declares that European integration as a model of peace and reconciliation represents a free
choice by the peoples of Europe to commit to a shared future, and that the European Union
has a particular responsibility to promote and safeguard democracy, respect for human rights
and the rule of law, both inside and outside the European Union;
9. Calls on the Commission and the Member States to make further efforts to make further
efforts to strengthen the teaching of European history and to underline the historic
achievement of European integration and the stark contrast between the tragic past and the
peaceful and democratic societal order in today’s European Union;
10. Believes that appropriate preservation of historical memory, a comprehensive reassessment
of European history, and Europe-wide recognition of all historical aspects of modern Europe
will strengthen European integration;
11. Calls in this connection on the Council and the Commission to support and defend the
activities of NGOs such as Memorial in the Russian Federation that are actively engaged in
researching and collecting documents related to the crimes committed during the Stalinist
period;
12. Reiterates its consistent support for strengthened international justice;
13. Calls for the establishment of a Platform of European Memory and Conscience, which would
provide support for networking and cooperation among national research institutes
specialising in the subject of totalitarian history and for the creation of a pan-European
documentation centre/memorial for the victims of all totalitarian regimes;
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14. Calls for a strengthening of the existing relevant financial instruments with a view to
providing support for the initiatives outlined above;
15. Calls for the proclamation of 23 August as a Europe-wide Remembrance Day for the victims
of all totalitarian and authoritarian regimes, to be commemorated with dignity and
impartiality;
16. Is convinced that the ultimate goal of disclosure and assessment of the crimes committed by
the Communist totalitarian regimes is reconciliation, which can be achieved by admitting
responsibility, asking for forgiveness and fostering moral renewal;
17. Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the Council, the Commission, the
parliaments of the Member States, the governments and parliaments of the candidate
countries, the governments and parliaments of the countries associated with the European
Union, and the governments and parliaments of the Members of the Council of Europe..
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